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Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; you can find out more about our review process here. We may receive commissions for purchases from our chosen links. While desktop platforms still dominate gaming areas, laptops have begun to prove that they too can boast of the power required for the latest triple-A titles. The best gaming laptops
give users a balance between memory storage, processing power, connectivity, and battery life. Many modern gaming laptops have 1080p FHD displays with impressive refresh rate, although it is possible to configure models with 4K UHD displays such as Razer Blade Stealth 13 on Amazon if you are willing to spend a little more. There is even a model that sports dual screens for
more efficient multitasking. Solid-state drives or hybrid drives are popular for gaming laptops because they give you plenty of storage without being bulky or heavy. A lot of gaming laptops have innovative, aerial cooling systems; using multiple fans and exhaust vents, as well as heat sinks and copper pipes to attract even more heat from vital components such as alienware area-
51m on Amazon. But some use steam chambers and thermal paste to give you the benefits of liquid refrigeration platforms without bulk cargo and clutter. Regardless of the games you play, there is a laptop that fits. To choose the right laptop for you, be sure to head to our FREQUENTLY set up computers on how to choose the best laptop for your needs before settling on one of
our picks for the best gaming laptops. Also, be sure to check out our constantly updated guide to the best laptop deals currently happening, for great machines at steep discounts. What We Like Great Battery Great GPU Tone Memory What we don't like Heavy configurations can by expensive No 4K screen option Dell introduced its Alienware subsidiary in 1996, and since then the
brand has established itself as a top choice of gaming laptop; Area-51m R1 is no exception and is one of the best available on the market. The Dell website allows you to configure your laptop to best suit your needs, and you can choose between an Intel Core i7-9700K or a ninth-generation i9-9900K CPU to power your computer as well as up to 2TB RAID0 SSD memory for ultra-
fast access to your favorite games and a 1TB hybrid drive for even more storage. Use Nvidia GeForce RTX 2070 8GB video card to vr ready to play. The 17.3-inch display has an anti-light coating as well as EyeSafe to filter out harmful blue light and reduce fatigue. With Wi-Fi 6 and Bluetooth 5.1 connectivity, you'll get high internet speeds and the ability to connect peripherals
wirelessly such as headphones and gaming mice. The Area-51m R1 has an HDMI port as well as a mini DisplayPort that allows you to connect another when you need multitasking. The battery gives you an impressive six hours of use, allowing you to play in progress, don't worry. What we love high-end performance Comfortable keyboard Competitive price What we don't like
USB-C Support Sub-Pair Cooling Meet your need for speed with the Acer Predator Helios 300. Built with the latest 7th generation Intel Core processor with a maximum turbo boost of 3.8GHz and a 16GB DDR4 memory, Helios guarantees accelerated in-game launch and load speeds. The hard drive comes with a 256GB SSD, but if you need more storage, there's an extra
compartment for another 2.5-inch storage drive. It also features a powerful NVIDIA GeForce GTX video card with 6 GB of dedicated GDDR5 VRAM for crisper processing power without falling behind. Predator Helios 300 is quite a beast, weighing a solid six kilograms. The 15.6-inch display has a full HD display with a black keyboard that complements the iron red LED lighting.
Spacious keys offer a decent amount of travel and comfortable typing feedback. Below your laptop, you'll find a custom cooling system that keeps your system well regulated, even during high-intensity gaming sessions. Helios has a battery life of seven hours and is ready for VR: all you need is compatible headphones to start experimenting with new media. What we like Excellent
battery life Light above-average speakers What we don't like feels a bit weak There is no memory card reader There is no shortage of budget-friendly gaming laptops, but few are as capable as legion Y540 from Lenovo. The old black-and-red color went in favor of a more refined aesthetic. Sleek hardware looks (and feels) more expensive than the price, and the unique pig is
slightly shifted from the back of the laptop to allow for a slimmer profile. The body is about as heavy as expected for a gaming laptop, and five hours of battery life is also pretty standard. Powering the Y540 is a highly customizable list of specifications, starting with Intel's 9th generation processor with a range of GPUs from Nvidia, from gtx 1650 to 1660 Ti (RTX 2060 is also
available if ray tracing is a priority). The 720p HD camera with integrated microphone makes it easy to play online and stream while playing, helped by 802.11AC with 2x2 MIMO technology. What We Like Dual Power Modes Great CPU/GPU 7.1 virtual surround sound What We Don't Like Very short gaming battery life No 4K screen Only supports 1TB SSD Another top-tier gaming
laptop is asus ROG Zephyrus S17. Use intel core i7-10875H CPU and Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 Super GPU for all the power you need to solve the latest triple-A titles. It comes with 32GB of RAM and supports up to 48GB for higher speed when you need it. With the 1TB SSD you will not only get a lot of storage, but you will get faster and more reliable access to all your
programs. The 17.3-inch display is Pantone calibrated for excellent color accuracy, and with a refresh rate of 300 Hz, screen tearing and stuttering are eliminated. The Zephyrus S17 uses G Sync for optimized gaming graphics and Asus Optimus mode for improved battery life throughout With an ROG intelligent cooling system, the laptop uses four thermal and six heat pipes to pull
excess heat away from vital components; There is also an Active Aerodynamic System that allows you to open the area above the keyboard for improved air intake. The S17 has two USB-C ports, one of which supports DisplayPort 1.4 output and the other allows charging via portable battery packs so you don't have to chase a wall socket when you need to recharge. It has Gigabit
Ethernet and Wi-Fi 6 connectivity for ultra-fast internet speeds to suit eSports and MMO players, as well as Bluetooth 5.1 for wireless peripheral use. Dual, 2-watt speakers use 7.1 channel virtual surround sound for room charging sound and an pervasive gaming experience. The battery gives you just over two hours to use while playing, but up to 9.5 hours during general use.
What we like CNC aluminum body Excellent touchscreen battery 4K available What We Don't Like Weak integrated/discreet GPU Low memory For gamers who need a lightweight, ultra-portable portable laptop Razer Blade Stealth is a great option. This laptop weighs just 2.89 pounds and is only 0.5 inches thin, making it perfect for sliding into a backpack or bag to play or work in
progress. The chassis is made of CNC machine aluminum and an anodized black coating that resists scratches and fingerprints for long-lasting strength and style. It is powered by an intel i7-8565U 8th generation CPU and you can choose between integrated Intel UHD 620 graphics or discrete Nvidia GeForce MX150 GPU; Razer Blade Stealth is compatible with the External
Graphics Unit Razer Core X for more powerful image rendering. The 13.3-inch display is also available in a 1080p FHD or 4K touchscreen and is calibrated by 100 percent sRGB calibration to give you more vibrant colors. Four stereo speakers use Dolby Atmos technology to produce virtual surround sound for the pervasive headphone-free gaming experience. For memory, Razer
Blade Stealth has 16 GB of RAM and a 256GB SSD to give you enough storage for your most played games and quick access to your programs and files. The built-in infrared camera is compatible with Windows Hello facial recognition software for password-free logins to your laptop and additional protection for your computer. The battery gives you up to 11 hours to use on a
single charge, so you can work and play all day. What we like 4K UHD display Excellent memory storage Stylish chassis What we do not like Very short battery life RAM can not be expanded Besides processing power and graphics capabilities, memory storage is the most important factor to consider when buying a new gaming laptop, and Alienware M17 R3 has impressive
capacity. Supports boot drive up to 4TB RAID0 SSD and secondary 512GB SSD storage drive to give you all the memory you need for large game files. Powered by intel core i9-10980HK 32 GB of RAM for more than 1st generation and 32 GB of RAM Power to solve the latest triple-A game titles, and Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 Super Video Card is VR ready to take you to the
next level of gaming. The 17.3-inch display is a 4K UHD and is calibrated for 100 percent Adobe RGB color ranges for life images and amazing details. It also uses Tobii eye tracking technology to highlight user ui elements in the game and highlight areas of your map or game screen for Twitch viewers. Alienware's Cryo-Tech cooling system uses a steam chamber to give you the
benefits of liquid cooling without bulky equipment, as well as copper heat pipes and heat solution fins to draw heat away from vital components. The body of this laptop is made of clearly coated magnesium drooling for style, strength and durability. With Gigabit Ethernet and Wi-Fi 6 connectivity, you can dominate near-zero online games. The battery only gives you 2.5 hours to use
on a single charge, so you'll need to stay close to the wall socket for one-day gaming. What we like Excellent battery USB-C fingerprint reader What we do not like Gamers while driving know that battery life can make or break the decision when buying a new gaming laptop. The Asus ROG Zephyrus G14 has an integrated battery that can give you up to 11 hours to use on a single
charge, and with DC 12V and USB-C charging ports, you can choose from traditional wall sockets or portable battery packs to add a laptop when you need power up. You can also use the USB-C port to charge your smartphone or tablet to stay in operation wherever you are. It is powered by the third-generation AMD Ryzen 9 4900HS CPU, Nvidia GeForce RTX 2060 Max-Q
video card and 16 GB of RAM to give you all the power you need to play your favorite games. The 1TB SSD gives you plenty of storage for games, streaming apps, and other programs to do and play. The GPU uses Nvidia's Turing architecture to give you real-time air monitoring capabilities for extremely vibrant lighting and details. The 14-inch 1080p FHD display is Pandone
Validated for incredible color accuracy, and with a refresh rate of 120 Hz, you'll get smoother motion even during action sequences. The four speakers use Dolby Atmos technology to produce reindeer, virtual surround sound for the pervasive headphone-free gaming experience. The chassis is made of CNC machine-machinedoer magnesium and has a precisely cut sash design
for long-lasting strength while still lightweight. You can configure the Zephyrus G14 to have custom LED lighting for the sassy chassis to show off your personal style and stream team loyalty. The power button has a built-in fingerprint reader for one-tap power and secure logins. What we like 144 Hz Panel 16GB RAM Drastically improved aesthetic Solid value What we don't like
512GB of storage Will take advantage of the pretty heavy Omen gaming brand from HP brings us another winner with a gaming laptop of 15z. This 15-inch beast all the features you want from a gaming laptop at a price south of $900. This relatively thin, matte-black laptop is just shy of an inch thick, and a little over 5 Lbs without the extra brick power. What 15z lacks in portability
does so more than it does in performance. This laptop pairs the 4GHz Ryzen CPU with the GTX 1650 Ti, a duo that is more than capable of pushing excellent framerates to its 144Hz FHD display. A15 also includes 16GB of 3200MHz RAM for multitasking, as well as a 512GB M.2 storage SSD. GtX 1650 You will struggle with a little pushing higher framerates for more modern
titles, but it should be more than enough as long as you reduce the quality a little. Overall, if you're looking for a solid mid-level laptop that will cost you less than $900, the HP Omen 15z hits all the tags without cutting too many corners. The final verdict of the Alienware Area-51m R1 gaming laptop is one of the best available on the market. It has an Intel Core i7-9700K or Intel
Core i9-9900K CPU for great processing power. It supports up to 2 TB RAID0 SSD memory and has a 1TB hybrid drive for speed and reliability. Lenovo Legion Y540 is the perfect budget-friendly option for players in progress. It sells for just over $1,000, but still offers tons of options found in high-end models. Taylor Clemons has more than three years of experience writing about
games and consumer technology. She has written for Lifewire, Digital Trends, TechRadar and her own publication Steam Shovelers. Alice Newcome-Beill is an avid gamer and has reviewed gaming systems for PC gamers and PCMag. He's currently using lenovo Y740. Why is the adapter for this gaming laptop so large and can I use a smaller one? Gaming laptops use more
powerful hardware that has higher power requirements than most laptops. As a result, some of the AC adapters they use are usually much larger than what you would see on other laptops. These adapters can range from 180 to 230W and typically weigh more than 5 pounds, making them a serious consideration if you plan to toting your gaming laptop around with you. What
screen size should I get? Unlike desktops, screen size will usually dictate the total size of your gaming laptop. Much depends on how laptop you want your laptop to be. If you plan to keep your laptop at home and primarily connected to an external display, you can usually go with a smaller screen. However, if you're going to rely solely on a laptop screen and need more properties
on screen, you might want spring for a larger model. What ports do I need, really? While a greater variety of redundant ports is always preferable, laptops generally have a limited amount of space for additional ports. The basic necessities you would like to see on a gaming laptop are USB-C, USB-A and HDMI out port. This allows you to connect to an external display, as well as a
mouse or keyboard, and also allows you to connect fungus for Connectivity. Some other features you might want to keep an eye on are ethernet ports and a microSD card slot, although this will be less important if you can connect to a USB-C slot. Video card - The most important feature of any gaming laptop is its video card. If you want to play games, you absolutely need a
discreet video card. Look for a laptop that has an NVIDIA or AMD GPU. If you want to play a particular game, check the recommended and minimum video card specifications and select a gaming laptop that meets (or exceeds) them. Memory - If you buy a gaming laptop that does not have a decent amount of RAM, you just set yourself up for disappointment. It is also important
that the video card has its own VRAM. Processor - CPU is also an essential consideration in gaming laptops, even if you take a back seat to the GPU. Most great gaming laptops come with Intel Core i7 processors, but you might be able to get away with less. Just make sure the processor doesn't work below the recommended specifications for your favorite games. Thank you for
telling us! Tell us why! Why!
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